Introduction
In [11] Pták has introduced a way of combining a Boolean algebra and a logic. This, so called Pták's sum, have been investigated by many researches, see e.g. [7, 8] . Also in [11] an open question was posed : "Let Κ, M be logics of two independent experiments and let we consider these two experiments as a single one. Assume that L is the logic of the latter combined experiment. We ask if (and how) the logic L can be constructed from Κ and M".
In this paper it is showed how one can regard Pták's sum as a bounded Boolean power of a logic L with respect to a Boolean algebra B.
We propose also a different interpretation of the Pták's sum, either as a stochastic logic or dually as a B-fuzzy logic. Also, in order to treat states adequately, one should consider superstructures and Boolean powers on then, [6] .
Finally, using Boolean products -a generalization of bounded Boolean powers -we propose an answer to Pták's open question.
The Boolean power of a logic
Let L = (L, <, -L, Οχ, 1 jl) be a logic and let £E(L) be a first order language with equality, with signature Σ = (ΤΖ,Τ,ϋ), where TZ = {<} is the set of relation symbols, Τ -{J-} is the set of function or operation symbols and C = {1; I € L} is the set of constant symbols, with Oi, In, as the two distinct constants. In the sequel we usually confuse names (symbols) with actual entities. Regarding also the unary operation of orthocomplementation as a binary relation, we may extent it to L [B] , by using (1) . Using also (1) one can prove that for general Boolean powers the following hold true: A model satisfying (1), (2), (3) is called a Boolean power model.
Satisfaction in L[B]
For any formula φ of £s(L) and xl,x 2 ,... ,x n £ L [B] we define the Boolean truth-value ||φ(®ι,··· , 3-n)|| 6 B, of (ρ as follows: 
and,
where, usually we denote \{l) by /.
It should be noted that these embeddings have an absolute external meaning, and the internal local perception of L[B] is different. Internally one can only observe elements l G L, and this observation last /(/) € Β "amount of time", see also Example 4.2.
Basic results on Boolean powers
The following results hold for the Boolean power of any structure, see [10] . Finally we give also the definition of bounded Boolean power. In the definition of bounded Boolean power, the Boolean algebra Β does not have to be complete.
There is also an equivalent definition of the bounded Boolean power, which generalizes more easily to Boolean products. As B* is compact space, a continuous map / : B* -> L can only take finitely many values in L and so (/ -1 ({0))'€l is a finite partition of B*, into clopen sets, which in turn corresponds to a partition of 1®. Using this the equivalence of the two definitions is clear.
The isomorphism of Β ® L and L[B]*
In this section, for notation and concepts on Quantum Logics see, [12] and for Ptak's sum see [11, 7] . The main result of this section is to establish for the first time, a formal connection between Ptak's sum and bounded Boolean powers. In this way we may introduce the syntactic and semantic structures of Boolean powers (or global sections) to study internally the structure of Ptak's sum. The basic result is established as an external isomorphism between the two structures.
Before we establish the isomorphism between, (B<g)L,<,±,0,l) and (L[B]*, <j,_L,0,l)
we observe that the partial order in L[B]* is defined as usual, i.e. for f,geh[R}*, f<*9 iff 11/< $11 = 1« of equivalently if / = Σ an( i 9 = Σ Vj s j then ||/ < </|| = 1» iff Xi < Vi whenever ί,· A sj φ 0®, which is exactly the definition of partial order in B® L.
In addition we should remark here that the Boolean power L[B] is constructed within ordinary ZFC set theory, and so the concept of isomorphism is the ordinary one, and thus it identifies only the external absolute concepts. However we could also have a Boolean concept of B-isomorphism, (see [10, Definition 3.3, p. 317] ) which would respect the internal characteristics as well. Thus although we prove the following isomorphism, this does not mean that the internal constitution of L [B] agrees with the external absolute constitution of Β ® L, which is with respect to the ordinary ZFC set theory. Proof. The proof is clear, but let us indicate some basic points. Let P= [(ti,li) 
t=l then φ is 1-1 and onto and, if • 6 {V, A},
Also, p < q iff Φ{ρ) <b Φ(ς)· Notice finally that φis also a morphism.
As for the states, although the matter is more complex, and shall be taken up again later, if are states on Β and L correspondingly, then to the state induced by them on Β ® L, η s{ [{h,h) Now that the isomorphism of Theorem 3.1 is established we may "import internal technology" from the theory of Boolean powers to Pták's sum. At the same time we import some "strange" relativity phenomena of mathematical concepts, which are usually associated with Boolean-valued models. This also forces us to give in the next section the appropriate interpretations for Β ® L, see [3] .
,..., (t", /")]) = Σ Mti)si(h) ¿=1
All the first order properties of L, transfer also to Thus using the Transfer Principle of Theorem 2.5, we can see that L* is a logic. However, second order properties, like completeness cannot be proved using the transfer principle.
Let us examine as an example, the property of being an atom. If at(L) denotes the set of atoms in L then, at(L) :
where L+ := L \ {OL}. By transfer we have:
Note that I <# a means ||/ < a|| = IL & I =# OL means ||Z = 0L|| -1L or /(OL) = 11· Thus an atom in L* is defined exactly with the Boolean interpretation of the corresponding formula for L.
Since L being atomic is a first order property we have:
Proof. Let φ be the formula
defining that L is atomic. Then by transfer, we have, The discrepancy of the Corollary 3.3 with Theorem 3.3 in [7] , seems to originate in the fact that in [7] everything is conducted in an ordinary external way, see also Example 4.2. However most of the results in [7] , [8] can be taken internally by transfer.
Interpretations
Using the isomorphism of Theorem 3.1, and the interpretations we usually give to the Boolean powers (see [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] ), we shall try to give a different interpretation to Pták's sum which takes into account the relativity of the concepts.
The intended interpretation by Pták himself and by others who work on it [7] , [8] , is that the Pták sum is the combination of a Boolean experiment B, with a non-Boolean one L. Since also Β and L are embedded in Β ® L, then we try to study Β ® L in terms of the characteristic of both Β and L. This constitutes an external absolute interpretation that is with respect to ordinary ZFC set theory.
In this section we propose two different interpretations, which in effect extend also to Boolean products, a construction that can give also an answer to the Pták's open question. The essence of these "internal and local interpretations", is that we suppose that we have an embodied observer or agent in L, and the only elements that he "sees", are those of L with various frequencies, or with various different Boolean weights. Thus for example the part ^7(B, L) cannot be observed as part of the logic. In the absoluteexternal view however it is clearly a part of the logic! Thus the discrepancy in Pták's original interpretation with the ones presented here, has also the same origin: the duality of external-internal.
Stochastic interpretation
Using the terminology of [3] , [5] , we way regard a partition of unity of B, as a random experiment or trial. Let T(B) := {Τ C Β : Τ = (*<)<€/, U A t¡ = 0 S i φ j L· \J U = Ib} «6/ be the collection of all random experiments in B. This set T(B) can be ordered by,
Τ < S (Vi,· e T)(3sj e S)[ti < sj]
and define also the common refinement Τ A S := {ti A sj φ O» : U e Γ, s¡ e 5} which always exists. In this way (7"(B) , <) becomes a directed set. Define the following stochastic spaces: In the case that the cBa Β satisfies the countable cain condition, one can easily prove (see also [4] ) , the following: To understand really the difference between external absolute and the internal local view, we shall spell out the details of a simple example, suggested as a counterexample to Theorem 3.2. EXAMPLE 4.2. Let L = {0,1} and Β be a complete Boolean algebra. Let L[B] be the corresponding Boolean power. Let also V be the ordinary von Neumann universe for set theory. When we say that something holds externally, we mean that it holds in this absolute universe V. When we say that something holds internally-locally we mean that it holds within the internal constitution which holds for L [B] , on the basis of the concept of "B-validity", or which is the same thing on an internal-local observer equipped with "B-validity".
External view of L[B]
It is easy to see that, Let us now give an intuitive explanation of this seemingly contradictory result. Suppose that our internal-local observer equipped with the B-validity is embodied in L = {0,1}. So the only elements that he can see is 0 and 1. Viewing L [B] internally means that he can observe 0 which means that constantly all the time he was observing 0, or he can observe 1, which means that he was observing all the time 1, or finally he can observe b which means that he was observing 1 b amount of time and 0 b c amount of time. Thus the internal-local observer was always observing the elements 0,1 with various frequencies and therefore the only possible elements for him are 0,1 and so card*(L*) = 2. As consequence L[B] is atomic internally. So the truth of Theorem 3.2 is internal.
Finally we should remark again about the matter of the external isomorphism of L [B] and B. This is an isomorphism in V and does not reflect the internal properties of L [B] . In order to have a B-isomorphism which would respect the internal properties of L[B], we should first have a Boolean extension V® of V, and within this extension it would be possible to have such an isomorphism.
Β -Fuzzy interpretation
Following [3] , and considering the model L[B]*, we may regard L[B]* as a Β -fuzzy logic, which includes all the Β -probability density functions for each X G «S(B, L). This interpretation which is dual to the stochastic and depends on the general duality of Extension-Intention (see [3] ), also gives a non-Cantorian interpretation of the logic L. Finally we should stress again that L[B]*, can be seen in two different ways: Externally, that is as a structure within the classical ZFC universe of sets and internally as a nonclassical structure with its own "truth" which is usually called "validity" and it is based on the truth function || • ||. Failing to differentiate these two ways can lead to contradictions.
States on L[B]*
Using a superstructure V(X) with base X := LU M and B G V{X), we way construct a nonstandard superstructure V{X&) and a monomorphic embedding # of V(X) into V(X#) such that transfer and two additional axioms hold, (see [6] ). where (ít)f= ι is a finite random experiment.
So if we regard (ίη,·)" =1 as pure states, then the stochastic state m* is a finite Boolean convex combination of pure states.
Any state on B, may only signify, a quantitative assessment of the perceptual limitations of the local observer, and does not have any effect to the formation of states on L[B]*.
We may if it is necessary, consider a measure algebra (B,p) as follows: Β represents a qualitative state of the "observer" which observes a quantum experiment L. The Boolean power L[B] then represents the qualitative assessment of the logic L by the observer. A state on Β then represents the quantitative assessment of the quantum experiment, using a "measurement instrument" characterized by the probability p. Since the truth values of the model L[B], belong to B, then using the state p, we can have a quantitative measure to the observers statements. After the above remark, one is tempted to ask: what is the physical meaning and need of having a state on L? A quantum system should consists of a "quantum reality" and of an "observer". The observer and his measurement instruments forms the "real states" of the quantum system. In this respect L[B] should represent a possible "qualitative state" of the "quantum system". The only reasonable meaning for states on L, should be that these states are extensions to deeper quantum characteristics, of the corresponding macroscopic states on B. In this respect, appropriate fuzzy probabilities should reflect states on L.
Boolean products and final remarks
In this section we shall indicate how to answer the open Pták's question. The theory of Boolean products is a direct generalization of the bounded Boolean power.
What is usually called Boolean product, has been known as "the algebras of global sections of sheaves of algebras over Boolean spaces", but this approach was unnecessarily involved, (see [1] , [2] , [14] ). Using Boolean products one may combine different logics into one logic. The interpretations are very similar with the ones we gave for Boolean powers. In addition this method seems to be a direct generalizations of the Pták's sum, under the interpretation we gave. We note also that the strong Fefferman-Vaught techniques which exists for Boolean products, make very easy the proof of various propositions needed to prove that the Boolean product is indeed a logic.
The basic assumption here is that, the combination of two logics Li, I<2 can be done only in the presence of an 'agent' or 'observer' the macroscopic limitations of which are expressed through a Boolean algebra B. Let ClopUlt(B) be the Boolean space representation of B, see [9, 1] . The Boolean product [1, 14] of L\, ¿2 is the required object, which is a direct generalization of the bounded Boolean power construction, which in turn is isomorphic to Ptak's sum. The exact details of the construction can be obtained by following the exact definition see [1, 14] . One may also use measure algebras and develop the the same construction, as a generalization of Boolean powers as used in [10] .
